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This paper is concerned with the spectral asymptotics of the integral operator A 
on L.,(Q) with kernel (14277)” jr e *‘c ,cx-y)~(x, 5) dg where Q and r are regions in 
R” and a is a large parameter. More precisely we consider the asymptotics as a --t co 
of tr f(A) for suitable functions 1: The first-order asymptotics are classical and there 
is a conjectured second-order result. The conjecture is proved here if one of the 
regions r or 0 is a half-space. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
In [lS] the following conjecture was stated: Let D and I’ be regions in 
R” with smooth boundary, let e be a smooth function on R” x R” decaying 
sufficiently rapidly at infinity, and denote by A the integral operator on 
L*(Q) with kernel 
eiat .cx -%(x, 5) d& 
Then for suitable functions f satisfying f(0) = 0 the operator f(A) is trace 
class and one has as IX + co the second-order asymptotic formula 
In, .ng I W, 4x, 5); f) dx d5 
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where n,, ng are unit normals to 852, ar at x, 5, respectively, and 
Wa, b; f) = j. 
’ f((l - t)a + lb) - CC1 - t)f(a) + tf(b)l dr 
t(1 -t) 
(3) 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following special case of the 
conjecture: 
THEOREM. The relation (2), with error term O(a”mm ‘), holds if o is a 
Schwartz ,function, iff is analytic on a neighborhood qf 
and if one of the sets 52, r is a half-space and the other is compact with 
smooth boundary. 
The condition on o can be relaxed and the requirement that the “other” 
set be compact can be replaced by a regularity condition at infinity. But the 
method of this paper applies only when one of the sets is a half-space or, 
a little more generally, a region whose boundary is a union of parallel 
hyperplanes. The usual device of making a local diffeomorphism to reduce 
to the half-space case leads to questions of boundedness and nuclearity of 
pseudodifferential operators which do not seem to have the right answers. 
We shall explain this below. 
First we give the background of the conjecture. It was actually reached 
by two independent paths. One begins with a familiar theorem of G. Szegij 
on Toeplitz determinants. These are of the form 
Dd4) = det(Ji- ,I (i, j=O , . . . . N - 1 ), 
where 4 is a positive function defined on the unit circle. Szeg6’s theorem 
[7, Sect. 5.5(a)] states that if C$ has a smooth logarithm one has as N-+ oc, 
an asymptotic formula 
(One can even evaluate the limit of the error term O(l).) But if, for exam- 
ple, 4 has a zero or is not smooth the error is no longer O(1) and Szegii 
himself conjectured that for certain kinds of singularities the error is of the 
order log N [ 111. What concerns us here is the case where 4 has jump 
discontinuities. One has then 
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where the sum is taken over all discontinuities ei of 4. This result was con- 
jectured by Fisher and Hartwig [S] and proved independently by Basor 
[23 and Bottcher [4]. The function 4 need not be positive but could be 
complex-valued and satisfy a kind of “zero index” condition. (The paper 
[S] describes how such questions come up in statistical mechanics.) 
This result has a continuous analogue. The finite Toeplitz matrix (JiPi) 
(0 <i, j< N) is replaced by a convolution operator A on &(O, LX) with 
kernel 
1 
2n s 
eiecxeY)7(~) &, 
where r is, say, an integrable function on R. Then A is a trace class 
operator and so the determinant det(Z+ A) is defined [6, Chap. IV]. The 
result [15] is that if z has finitely many jump discontinuities at points ti 
and satisfies some other appropriate conditions then one has as CI + cc 
logdet(Z+A)=~~log(l +7(t))& 
log c1 
+ 4n2 4 
1% 
l+t(ti+) * 
1 
+ 
$L- 1  +0(l). 
(A sharpening of this, where the limit of the error term O(1) is evaluated, 
was obtained in [3].) In fact a more general result holds. The left side is 
equal to the trace of log(Z+ A) and there is an asymptotic formula for 
trf(A) for quite general functions f vanishing at zero. It reads 
trf(A)=$jf(z(S))d5+p logax u(z(5,-),7(~i+);f)+o(l), (4) 
where U is given by (3). In case f(L) = log( 1 + 2) an elementary computa- 
tion shows that 
and so the preceding formula is a spatial case of (4). The method of [15] 
permits another generalization in which the function $5) of one variable is 
replaced by a function of two variables 7(x/a, 5). The discontinuity points 
ti, however, must be independent of x. The integral on the right side of (4) 
is then replaced by 
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and the sum by 
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$1 [“(r(O, tie), z(O, tj+);.f)+ u(z(l, 5i-12 z(13 ti+);f)l. 
Ultimately this will link up with the conjecture, which has the nice feature 
of being symmetric in x and 5. 
A natural step is the extension of this to higher dimensions. For con- 
venience we put the parameter a in the kernel of the integral operator 
rather than the space on which it acts. (A unitary equivalence does this so 
traces are not affected.) So we let S2 be a region in R” (perhaps the unit 
interval if n = 1) and A the operator on L2(sZ) with kernel 
where t vanishes sufficiently rapidly at infinity and is smooth except for 
jumps across hypersurfaces yi in 5 space. The method of [ 151 together with 
some computation in special cases suggests that the extension of (4) is 
+ o(a”-~ l log CC), 
where the quantities r(x, 5 f ) denote the limits as 5 + yi from the two sides 
and n,, ng are unit normals to X2, yi, respectively. In attacking this 
problem there is no significant loss of generality if we assume a single y,, 
which is the boundary of a region r, and that r is smooth in r and 
vanishes outside it. (For the problem can be localized to arbitrary 
neighborhoods in x or 4 space and the main feature of z, that it jumps 
across a hypersurface, is retained.) So we replace z(x, 5) by B(X, 4) xr(k), 
where xr denotes the characteristic function of r and o is a Schwartz 
function, and we arrive at the stated conjecture. 
A second path begins with the following question: With D and r as 
before what can be deduced about a function supported on 0 from infor- 
mation about its Fourier transform on r? An important role is played here 
by the operator PDHrP, on L,(R”), where PO is multiplication by xn and 
ij, is P, conjugated by the Fourier transform. These operators arise, 
among other places, in communication theory, entire function theory, and 
tomography and their spectral properties have been much studied, espe- 
cially the asymptotics of the spectrum when the product of the volumes of 
Sz and r is large. Notice that the operator P,ParPn is essentially the same 
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as the operator A in (2) when u E 1 on 52 x f’. (More precisely, if we iden- 
tify L,(a) with the range of P, then the former operator becomes the 
direct sum of A and the zero operator on the null space of Pp.) The paper 
Cl21 was devoted to the detailed study of the spectral asymptotics of 
P,&-PSz in case Q and r are intervals in one dimension. The method was 
heuristic although the conclusions are all no doubt true. One of these is 
equivalent to the assertion (2) in this case, with (T E 1. (Notice that if ,4 is 
self-adjoint then a second-order formula for tr f(A) for “general” functions 
f of a real variable may be interpreted as a second-order formula for the 
distribution of the eigenvalue of A.) This was proved in [9], even for the 
case where 12 of r could be unions of linite intervals. The result was 
extended in [ 151 by the introduction of 0(x, 5;), which also allowed Sz and 
f to be unbounded. At this point we meet the path beginning with Szegii’s 
theorem. 
As far as second-order results are concerned, almost nothing is known 
about these questions when n > 1. The operators P,p;,,P, were taken up 
in [13] and some spectral asymptotic results were obtained when Q and 
r are both balls but they are not of the form to help with (2). Of course 
neither is our theorem since the main interest in this particular problem 
occurs when 0 - 1 on Q x r and so (since ~7 is a Schwartz function) Q and 
f must both be compact. Nevertheless this is the first result of its kind in 
higher dimensions and it provides evidence for the truth of the general 
conjecture. 
Here is an indication of the sort of problem that arises if one applies a 
diffeomorphism to reduce to the case where one of the regions is a half- 
space. (This will only make sense if the reader is familiar with pseudo- 
differential operators. No such requirement is needed to read the rest of 
this paper.) The operator P,, is clearly a bounded operator on L2(R") 
with norm bounded uniformly in a. This will be used repeatedly. It is also 
the pseudodifferential operator with symbol x&g). If one applies a 
diffeomorphism to flatten out the boundary of Q then this operator is 
transformed into another one which, according to the principles of the 
pseudodifferential operator calculus, would be to a first approximation an 
operator with symbol of the form ~*~(h(x)t), where h is a smooth mapping 
from R" to GL(n). Are these operators bounded on L,(R") uniformly in a? 
The answer, unfortunately, is no. If r is a half-space the operator is inde- 
pendent of tl and an example, by no means a pathological one, is given in 
Cl], where the corresponding operator is not bounded on L1. And this is 
in the simplest case where r is a half-space. The point of this is not to show 
that one should not apply a diffeomorphism, but rather that one should 
not expect traditional ideas from pseudodifferential operator theory to be 
useful after doing so. For another difficulty, see the remark following the 
statement of Lemma B below. 
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Our approach is to think of A as a pseudodifferential operator on the 
boundary of the half-space whose symbol at each point is a one-dimen- 
sional operator of the same kind and to apply some of the results of [ 151 
to the symbol operators. Some general lemmas will be needed to carry out 
this program and we state them here. 
The first is a geometric lemma which will be applied to the “other” set. 
We think of R” as R”- ’ x R and so for 4 E R” write 
5 = Pi’, 5,L &‘E R”-- I, i’, E R. 
Let r be a compact set with smooth boundary, G its interior, and for each 
5’ E R”- ’ write 
GCk’)= (4,: (k’, L)EG). 
This is a union of open subintervals of R. If G(k’) is nonempty define 2&k’) 
to be the sum of the reciprocals of the lengths of its constituent intervals; 
if G(t’) is empty set A,(&‘) = 0. Thus & is a function from R”- ’ to the 
extended nonnegative reals. 
LEMMA A. &E L,(R”-‘). 
The next lemma gives a sufftcient condition for the nuclearity of a 
pseudodifferential operator with operator-valued symbol. We assume that 
T is a pseudodifferential operator on R” with symbol (T(x, 4) taking values 
in S,(H), the set of trace class operators on the (separable) Hilbert space 
H. This means that if (b is a function from R” to H satisfying appropriate 
conditions then Tq5, also a function from R” to H, is given by 
T&x)= (2~)~~” j! eis,(x--y’o(x, 5) #(y) dy d& (5) 
The question is when T represents a trace class operator on the space 
L,(R”, H) of square-integrable H-valued functions on R”. The lemma gives 
a sufficient condition for this, at least after T is right-multiplied by a multi- 
plication operator. In the statement of the lemma the subscripts “1” refer 
to norms in S, spaces and M, denotes multiplication by the scalar-valued 
function $. As usual (x ) denotes ( 1 -I 1x1 *)li2 and we use the standard 
multi-index notation. 
LEMMA B. There exists a constant C depending only on n such that for 
every scalar-valued function $I E L,( R”) we have 
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If the right side is finite, then 
tr TM, = (27~)~” 11 t,b(x) tr a(x, 5) dx dk. (6) 
Notice that no k-differentiations are required, a fact which is very impor- 
tant. In the case of scalar- or matrix-valued symbol to x-differentiations are 
required either. (See the remark at the end of the proof of the lemma.) It 
would be interesting to know whether they are actually needed in the 
operator-valued case because if we had applied a diffeomorphism to flatten 
a boundary then the operator symbols which arise at the point Lemma B 
is used would be nonsmooth in x as well as 5. 
LEMMA C. There exist constants C and p depending only on n such that 
In particular a pseudodifferential operator of order less than -n with 
trace class symbol having compact x-support is itself a trace class operator. 
This fact, well known for scalar- or matrix-valued symbols, was tacitly 
assumed in [16] but is perhaps not in the literature. So we are glad to have 
this chance to record a proof of it. 
Finally, some fairly straightforward facts about certain families of 
pseudodifferential operators depending on a parameter CI. We shall denote 
by 9’ the set of Schwartz functions on R” x R” which are allowed also to 
depend on a (for c( > 1, say); but each Schwartz semi-norm of such a func- 
tion must be a bounded function of a. Given a function e on R” x R” we 
denote (in nonconformity with standrad notation) by op (r the operator 
with symbol (T(x, g/a), so that 
Cop o)(d)(x) = (2~)~” Jlf ei5.cx-y)4x, t/a) 4~) dy 4. (7) 
Thus op r~ is the integral operator with kernel 
(211)-” j eis.(x-y)o(x, G/a) dk = (&)” j ei’“““-y)o(x, 5) dt. 
In the statement of the next lemma [lop 011 denotes the operator norm, 
Ilop ~(1 1 denotes trace norm, and /(cr() co = max (e(x, 5)1. 
LEMMA D. If o, ul, IJ* E Y then 
(i) opo,~p~~=opa,a,+cr-‘opr with z~9’; 
(ii) (opa)*=opC+cl-‘r with r~9’; 
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(iii) for each E> 0 we have j)op ITI) < (1 + E) Jlr~lj~ for sufficiently 
large a; 
(iv) I(op crlj I = O(a”) as a + co. 
In the next section we give the proof of the theorem, assuming the 
lemmas to be true. We prove the lemmas in the final sections. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
First, some more notation. As before P, denotes multiplication by xa on 
L,(R”), and we write Qr= op xr(<), where “op” is as in (7). (This is the 
same as the operator denoted by B,, in the Introduction.) The operator 
P,(op a) QrP,, when restricted to the range P,, becomes the operator A 
with kernel (1) if we identify L2(sZ) with the range of P,. Thus A has the 
same nonzero eigenvalues as this operator (including multiplicity) and 
since f(0) = 0 we may replace A by P,(op a) Q,P, in the computation of 
the traces. 
We shall show now why the roles of Sz and r are interchangeable. 
Denote by @ the modilied Fourier transform defined by 
This is a unitary operator and it is easy to check that 
@(op a)@-’ = (op o+)*, 
where ot(x, 5) = G( -4, x). In particular we also have 
@Q#-’ = P,, @P,@-‘=Q-,. 
It follows that 
@P,(oP c) QrP,@-I = Q-n(op a+)*&Q-n, 
which has the same nonzero eigenvalues as 
P,Q-,(op c+)*&= (P,(op g+) Q-nPr)*. 
Hence 
tr f(Pdop 0) QrPti) = trf(pAop 0’) Q-nPr). 
The interchangeability of the roles of 52 and r is now apparent. 
(8) 
(9) 
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In our proof of the theorem 52 will be the half-space R”- ’ x R+. We 
shall use the notation S- T for operator S and T depending on a if 
IIS- T(I, =0(&-l ). Thus it follows from Lemma D that for 0, ol, e2 E 9 
opcr, opo,~opa,a,, (op a)* = op 8. (10) 
LEMMA 1. P,(op a) = (op a) P, and &(op a) = (op a) Qr. 
Proof: Consider first the case n = 1 with Sz = R + and set 
k(x, z) = (27~) -’ 1 d%(x, <) d& 
We have the easy estimate 
I&G z)l G C(z) -2 max (lo(x, ()I+ la:+, 81) d5 x s 
and estimates for a,k and LJ,k are obtained from this by replacing o by a,a 
and 50, respectively. It follows from this by the argument on p. 497 of [15] 
that 
IlP(o~~)-(o~a)PIl,~Cmax (5) c l~)~~4GW5. (11) x I i<l 
j  d 2 
Here and henceforth P denotes P,+. This gives the first assertion of the 
lemma for n = 1. For general n we use the fact, a direct consequence of the 
definition (7), that P,(op a) - (op a) Pn is the pseudodifferential operator 
on R”-’ whose symbol at (x’, 5’) E R”-’ x R”-’ is the operator 
P(op 4x’, ., &‘/a, .)I - top 4x’, ., 4’h .))P 
on L,(R). If we apply Lemma C (with x, 6 replaced by x’, 5’) and make the 
change of variable 5’ --) g’/~ we obtain, using (1 1 ), an estimate of the form 
IIP, op fJ - oP ~P,Ill 
+2tc”-‘max((~)P(S)P iaflafpm:~,5d", IPI +I+Q+ 
For the second assertion of the lemma, it follows from (8) and (9) that 
@(Qr(op 0) - (0~ o)Qi-I@-’ = ((0~ o+)Pi-- Pi-top o+))*. 
Thus the second assertion of the lemma will follow if we can prove the first 
for s1 compact. 
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Cover s2 by finitely many open sets U for each of which there is a 
diffeomorphism vu from U into R” such that either U is contained in the 
interior of 52 or 
Let {do 1 be a C” partition of unity of 52 subordinate to the covering ( U) 
and for each U let 11/U E CF( U) equal 1 on a neighborhood of supp bU. We 
have 
the last follows from (10) with ~~(x, G)= $Jx). It suffices to show that 
each 
This is trivial if U is contained in the interior of Sz since then the Pn disap- 
pears (i.e., it gets absorbed into M,, or M+V). Otherwise we can apply the 
result already established in the half-space case to the transfer of 
(op &JoM& via the diffeomorphism qc/. That such a transfer is of the 
form op z with r E Y is a straightforward consequence of the formula for an 
amplitude function for the transfer (see, for example, [ 16, p. 881) and the 
formula for the symbol of an operator in terms of an amplitude function 
(see, for example, [16, (6.8)] or [8, Chap. 2, Theorem 2.51). Alternatively, 
the assertion is a consequence of [ 14, Proposition 2.4 J. 1 
The theorem will be proved first for j(j,) = 1” (m = 1, 2, .,.). To deduce 
the result for more general f we shall have to keep track of the dependence 
on m of the constants inherent in the error terms (?(a”- ‘) for the functions 
j”“‘. We show that with an acceptable error the operator 
(P,(op ~)Q,Po)“’ (12) 
can be replaced by the more convenient operator 
(13) 
LEMMA 2. For any E > 0 there is a C such that for all m and CL 2 1 
II(f’,(op c) Qr-P,Y - (o~~“)(P,Q,Pn)~ll~ d C@” -.‘(I + e)” Ilall;. 
Proof: Write the operator (12) out as 
P,(op a) QrP,(op c) Qrf’,...(o~ a) Qrf’,. 
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What is the error incurred in this product if the first (leftmost) op c is slip- 
ped to the left of its preceding Pn? By Lemma 1 the error in commuting 
P, past op u itself has trace norm 0(&-r), where the constant inherent in 
this estimate depends only on u. It follows that the error in the full product 
has trace norm O(cc”-’ (lop a(lm-’ ). Having moved the first op rzr to the left 
we go on to the second, and so on. At the kth step we must apply 
Lemma 1 2k - 1 times and there are a total of m steps before we arrive at 
the operator 
(OP ~Yv, QrPnY. 
Therefore the error incurred by replacing (12) by this has trace norm 
bounded by a constant times 
a n-1m2 (lop a((m-‘. 
A similar but easier argument, using (lo), shows that the error incurred by 
replacing (14) by (13) is bounded by a constant times 
an-h (lop frljrn- i. 
The conclusion of the lemma follows upon using Lemma D(iii). 1 
The advantage of the operator (13) over (12) is this: Qr is the pseudo- 
differential operator on R" with symbol 
Xi-K’i~~ Lb) 
and may be thought of as the operator on R"-' with operator-valued 
symbol at (x’, 5’) equal to 
op x&‘/a> . ) = Qrcs,,a,s 
where the Q on the right side is a one-dimensional operator and we have 
set 
W) = (t, E R: Ok’, 5,) E f>. 
It follows that P,Q,P, has operator symbol 
PQ P, f (S’ia ) 
where, recall, P = P,+ . This operator symbol is independent of x’. Hence 
(PnQ,.P,)" has operator symbol 
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Similarly op orn has operator symbol 
op 4x’, ., c/a, )” 
and so, since (15) is independent of x’, the product (13) has operator 
symbol equal to the product 
top 4x’, .> 5’/a> T"W'Q,-~5',rc,W'~ 
This reduces everything to consideration of one-dimensional operators. 
Note that this operator symbol is smooth in x’ but it may not be smooth 
in 5’. For example, if f is the unit disk in R2 then Z({‘/cc) is the interval 
with end-points (1 - {‘2/a2)1’2 if I{‘1 da and empty otherwise and so the 
mapping 5’ -+ Q,,,,,, is not smooth. This why it is important that there be 
no &differentiation in the statement of Lemma B. There is, though, the 
multiplication operator M, and so we have to modify the operator (13). 
Let us write 
4x’, x,3 5’, 5,)“= 7(x’, x,9 5’, f&J VW), (16) 
where, for example, $(x’) = (x’) --n. Thus $ E L,(R" -~ ’ ) and z is still a 
Schwartz function. We consider instead of (13) the operator 
(0~ 4(LQ,f$J”Mti, 
which has the same trace since the M, can be brought to the left and 
M$( op z) = op *r = op c?. 
So it is a question of finding the trace of this operator. The operator 
symbol of (op z)(P,Q,P,)” at (x’, 5’) equals 
(0~ 7(x’, .j Y/a, ))(~Qro,,,,W’. 
Note that there is no question about the applicability of the trace formula 
(6). For it follows easily from Lemma C that there is an estimate 
Ilop a!+‘, .I 5’/a, ~)ll,~C,a(x’)~N(~‘/a)~N 
for each N and fl and so for each a the hypothesis of Lemma B (with n 
replaced by n - 1) is satisfied by the operator symbol. So (6) is applicable 
and the change of variable 5’ -+ ae’ gives 
=(&T-l li VW) Mop 7(x’, ., 5’, .))(PQ,,,,P)” do’ dS’. 
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We are left, therefore, with the asymptotic evaluation of 
If r(c’) were a fixed finite union of intervals we could simply quote the 
results of [15]. But it is not. In fact it could be a rather bad set for certain 
5’ and this is where Lemma A comes in. Observe that in all that preceded 
we could have replaced r by its interior G. What we shall do is introduce 
a partition of unity (ui(l)> for (almost) every 5’ such that at most one 
end-point of the constituent intervals of G(5’)) is contained in the support 
of any ui. We shall show that in the computation of the trace of 
(OP T(X’, ., 5’3 ’ 1 ui( ’ ))tpQG(&‘) P)“’ (17) 
the set G(c) can be replaced, with acceptable error, by a semi-infinite inter- 
val. After this replacement we can quote results of [15] but again we have 
to keep careful track of error estimates. Observe that one of the consequen- 
ces of Lemma A is that the number of intervals of G(s’) is finite for almost 
every 5’. Indeed, this number is an integrable function of 5’. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose we have a set of points [, < cz < . . ’ < 5,. Then we 
can j?nd functions uI , . . . . up E C,? such that 
(a) O<uid 1; 
(b) SUPPU~~(~~-1, <i+l), where we set to= -00, 5p+l=a; 
(c) ui= 1 in a neighborhood of ti; 
(d) there is an estimate 
where C is an absolute constant. 
Proof: Let Ji (i= 1, . . . . p) be the interval with center ri and length 
ImiNt, - ti- 19 <i+ I - (il. 
Let p E C” be nonnegative, be supported in [-i, $1, and have integral 1. 
Set 
ui = XJ, *  PjJ,I 3 
where p,(c) = E-‘~(E-‘(). Then (a), (b), and (c) are easy and it remains to 
verify (d). Since 
u,(t)= IJil-’ j P(lJil-‘15-~))& 
J‘ 
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we have 
j l”Y(5)l dt G lJilM3 j d5 j p”(lJiI-‘((-q)) d?j 
Hence 
i 
,=I’ 
i lul’(t)l d< d 2 ‘i’ (4i+ I- 5,) -’ j b”(4)l d5. 
i= 1 
A similar argument gives 
i$, j l4(5)1 d<Gp j b'(t)1 d5. I 
Returning to the set G(t’), we can write it (for a.e. 5’) as a finite union 
of intervals 
(52i- lG’)> SZi(S’)L i= 1, . . . . q = q(5’) 
with <,(k’) < ... < 4&‘). We shall usually not display the dependence of 
4, and q on 5’. By Lemma A 
If we replace r by B- G, where B is a closed ball containing f in its 
interior, and apply the lemma to that set we deduce 
Y--l 
;;, (52i+ I - 5x E JxR”-‘) 
since each (tzi, rzi+ i) is an interval of (B- G)(g’). Since the intervals have 
bounded length it follows that q also is an integrable function. Putting 
these things together we see that 
2y- 1 
kiG’):=q+ 1 (4;+1-5,)~‘EL1(Rfl-l). 
i= I 
For each 5 we let ui (i= 1, . . . . 2q) be the functions given by Lemma 3 
applied to the points T;. We also set 
ug= 1-c ui. 
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We have, by the lemma, 
(18) 
We turn now to the asymptotic evaluation of the trace of (17) with these 
ui, with an error which even after being summed over i and integrated over 
5’ is not too large. The important point is this: 
LEMMA 4. rf the operator (17) is replaced by 
(PQ,t,>m, p)“(“P z”i) if i= 1, 3, . . . 
(PQ(- oo.C,jp)“(oP TUi) if i = 2, 4, . . . 
Q,,&‘(oP ~~01 if i=O 
then the error incurred has trace norm bounded by a constant (depending 
only on 0) times 
m4 Ilall~ (x’)-“(5’>+’ l+ 2 1 Iu~“)(Ol &]. (19) 
k=l 
Proof We begin as in the proof of Lemma 2. Write out the product 
(17) as 
(0~ rUi) PQ,(,,) ’ . . QG(c’)P* (20) 
Assume first that i= 1, 3, . . . so that li is a left end-point of an interval of 
WY). 
By (11) the error incurred in (20) by slipping the op rui to the right past 
the first P has trace norm bounded by an absolute constant times 
,<Cmax (lj3 c la~a~r(x’, x, 5’, r)l . 
-6 5 i< 1 
1 + c s I~~“)(r)l dr 
kL2 1 
j< 2 
The last is obtained by using the product rule and the fact luil ,< 1. With 
this error in the trace norm the product of the first three factors in (20) can 
be replaced by 
P(OP 4 Q C(c) = p("P T”iXG(~‘)) = p(“P T”iX(C,. 00 1) 
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since xGcF;,)= x(~,,~) on the support of ui by (b) of Lemma 3 and the fact 
that ti is a left end-point. So we have replaced the product of the first three 
factors in (20) by 
P(op f%) Q(<,,CG,. 
What is the error if we slip the op zu, past the Q,,,,m,? Using (8) and (9) 
we see that we can replace P by Q = Q,,, ~I on the left side of (11) if we 
interchange the roles of x and 5 on the right side. A <-translation has no 
effect on the estimate and so the same holds for any Q,,,,,,. It follows that 
the error incurred by slipping op rui past Q,,,, a ) is bounded by a constant 
times 
Since ui is somewhere zero we have 
max luf(t)l d 1 l4’(Ol 4. 
At this point we see that with error having trace norm at most 
Cry (x>3(5)3 1 Idi, qw, x> 6’3 01 . [ l+ C j lujk’(Ol dt] (21) 
f+j<3 k<2 
the operator (20) can be replaced by 
We continue sliding op zui to the right, replacing each QGCC, in turn by 
Qe,.m). Each step incurs an error of the form (21) and the number of steps 
is at most Cm. If we recall the definition (16) of r we find that the total 
error is as in the statement of the lemma. (The exponents --n appearing 
in (19) can be replaced by arbitrary exponents, but -n will serve the 
purpose.) 
A similar argument applies, of course, if i = 2,4, . . . . The reason the case 
i = 0 is different is that 
(oP Tug) Qccs,, = oP %XG(~‘) 
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and since u. vanishes in a neighborhood of each ti the function u,x,(&,) 
belongs to C” with all derivative estimates the same as for u. itself. As we 
slip the op u,x,(~,) all the way to the right each Qc(sSj = op xc(so gets 
absorbed in the process since xc(5’j is idempotent and we end up with the 
operator in the statement of the lemma with the indicated error, 1 
To recapitulate, we have shown that the trace of (12) is, with error 
O(a”- ‘( 1 + EY Iloll”,) 
for each E > 0, equal to (c(/2n)“-’ times the integral over x’, 5’ of It/(x’) 
times the sum over i of the trace of (17). The latter operators can be 
replaced by the operator given in the statement of Lemma 4 with the 
indicated error. 
Instead of the trace of (12) we shall consider the trace of the difference 
(P,(op a) &Pa)” - P,(op 0 Q-P,. (22) 
Of course 
tr P,(op #‘) QrP, = 
exactly and this is the first-order term in (4). Evaluation of the trace of this 
difference leads to the evaluation of the traces of the operators of Lemma 4 
with arbitrary m minus the same operators with m = 1. (To obtain the 
second operator in (22) from the first we replace 0 by (T”’ and replace m 
by 1.) The operator corresponding to i= 0 is independent of m and so 
drops out. 
Consider 
tr(op TUi)C(f’Q,<,,a,J’)” - PQ,,,,,J’I 
= tr(op T(x’, X, 5’3 5 + 5i) Ui(t + Si))[(PQf’P - J’QJ’I (23) 
since a [-translation corresponds to a unitary (multiplication) operator. On 
pp. 489-492 of [l5] the asymptotic formula 
log c1 
trCf(PQP) - f( 1) pQp1 op c = 4~2 U(O, 1; f) ~(0, 0) + Q( 1) 
is proved if f(O) = 0. Going through the proof of this shows that the term 
O(1) is bounded by an absolute constant times l[Jll n, + [If’11 o. times 
max c f la;(x, 01 & + yx<(x, 5)) 1 18: 8:4x, 5)1+6-’ I@4 011, x i<2 i+jsl 
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where 
tw, l;f)l 
d=C(Ilfll,+llf’llL 
Here the co-norms refer to the interval [0, l] and C is another absolute 
constant. In our case f(A) = A”, U(0, 1;s) is asymptotically a constant 
times log m, so 6 is of the order log m/m. Of course CT(.X, 5) is to be 
replaced by 
The main term in the formula for the trace of (23) is therefore 
log c1 
-j--p 7(x’, 0, &‘, [) U(0, 1; j.“) (24) 
(we have used ui(ri) = 1 here) and the error is seen to be bounded by a 
constant times 
The sum over i of these errors is, by (18), bounded by a constant times 
m3+Ip’ Ibll”, &S’) 
and the integral of I$(x’)l times this over x’, 5 is bounded by a constant 
times 
If we multiply the main term (24) by $(x’) we obtain 
fog a log a 
4x2 0(X’, 0, 5’3 ti)” U(Oy 1; lt”)=q, U(O, C(X), Oyk’j 5;); A”) (25) 
by (16) and a simple check using the definition of iJ(a, h; f). This is to be 
summed over i and integrated over t’. 
Consider the projection map (G’, 4) + 5’ restricted to ar. The set of criti- 
cal values of this map has measure zero, by the easy case of Sard’s theorem 
[ 10, p. 1731. Every 5’ not a critical value has a neighborhood such that the 
part of dT above this neighborhood is a finite disjoint union of graphs of 
smooth functions ci(s’). The element of surface dk on any of these graphs 
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is given by dt’/) n .nJ, where n is the unit vector (0, 0, . . . . 1) normal to the 
hyperplane dQ. Thus 
on i?K Hence summing (25) over i, multiplying by (~/2x)“- ‘, and 
integrating over x’, 5’ gives 
This completes the proof of the theorem in the case f(n) = 1”, with error 
term bounded by a constant times 
(1+&y Ilall”, an-l. (27) 
Here E > 0 is arbitrary. For a general f analytic in a neighborhood of 
I4 G lldl Cm we consider its power series expansion 
f(A)= f a,R”. 
m=O 
We have a,,, = O(( 1 + S)-“’ I[ all”,) for some 6 > 0. If we multiply the main 
term (26) by a,,, and sum we obtain the same expression with I” replaced 
by f(n); the proof of this requires an easily justified interchange of the sum 
with a triple integral. If we multiply (27) by a, and sum we obtain 
U(a”-‘); for this we simply take E<& 
PROOF OF LEMMA A 
Suppose we have a real-valued function 4 E C*( [ -2a, 2a]). For each 
y E R the open set 
is a disjoint union of open intervals. Denote by A, the collection of those 
intervals which have an end-point in [-a, a] and set 
A(Y)= c Vyl-‘; (28) 
JYEAY 
if /1, = 0 we set L(y) = 0. 
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SUBLEMMA 1. We have 
,for some absolute constant C. 
Proqf Decompose 
into disjoint open intervals Z in each of which q5 is strictly monotonic. 
Consider an interval .Zye A,,, where y is not a critical value of 4, and 
suppose for definiteness that the right end-point of J, belongs to [-a, a]. 
The function 4 takes the value y at this point and so it is not a critical 
point. In other words it belongs to the set E and therefore one of the inter- 
vals I of E. We denote the end-point itself by x,(y). The function 4 must 
be increasing on I. (If it were decreasing then we would not have y > d(x) 
immediately to the left of xl(y).) 
If the left end-point of Z is -2a then 
since x,(y) 2 a. Otherwise the left end-point of I is a critical point c(, of 4 
and 
IJ,l 2 X,(Y) - aI. 
Hence if I,(y) denotes the sum (28) taken only over those J-,, with right 
end-point in [-a, a] then 
Uy)Ga-‘+C [x,(y)-a,]-‘, (29) 
where the sum is taken over all intervals Z= (a,. fl,) of E such that y E $(I) 
and @(a,) =O. We integrate over all y belonging to the range of 4 
(otherwise I(y) = 0) which are not critical values of q5 (the set of such criti- 
cal values having measure zero). The first term on the right side of (29) 
contributes a-l 11q511 o. at most. As for the second, consider a fixed Z and 
integrate over all y E #(I). The variable change y = 4(x) gives 
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since &(a,) = 0. This is bounded by /[q5”/1 o. times 
5 
PI log PI- c(I 
0, 
-dx=(P,-n,)S’ logt-‘dr. 
x-a, 0 
So the integral of the last term in (29) is bounded by a constant times 
II4”IIm c (B,-a,)G4a 114”11,. 
This gives the desired estimate for JR,.(y) dy and a similar argument 
applies to the intervals with left end-point in [-a, a]. 1 
We return to the setting of Lemma A and change notation slightly by 
writing 
Denote by /1Jc’) the set of constituent intervals of G(g’). Suppose r is 
covered by open sets Bi each of which is contained in another open set Br 
and set 
Ai( (J~4,,+ (5’): J has an end-point in Bi}. 
Write 
A,(k’)= 1 JJJ-‘. 
JE 4(5’) 
Recall that &(t’). 
SUBLEMMA 2. A&‘) <xi A&‘). 
Proof. Each interval of n,(t’) has an end-point in some Bi and there- 
fore contains some interval of Ai( This gives a mapping 
which is one-one and length nonincreasing. The assertion follows. 1 
Proof of Lemma A. Cover r by finitely many boxes Bi with edges 
parallel to the coordinate axes such that if BF denotes the concentric triple 
of Bi then either BT c G or Trip is the part of F “above” the graph of 
a function. In the first case Ai = 0. Suppose the second case occurs, write 
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k’ = (51, . . . . c,- ,), and suppose first that the variables for the function 4 in 
question are 5 i, . . . . 5, _ , . In other words 
GnBY= {(Wn,:5,>4(5’)~~ 
Then the length of any interval of A,($‘) is at least equal to the minimum 
edge length of B, so &(g’) is bounded in this case. This leaves the case 
when one of the function variables is 5, and the others are, say, 
t2, . . . . t;n.mI. Then 
where 4 is a smooth function on the projection of B,* on the 
( 12, . . . . <,)-hyperplane. If we fix t2, . . . . 5, , and apply Sublemma 1 we 
obtain a bound for 
which is uniform in &, . . . . 5, _, . Since k, has bounded support we deduce 
&EL,(R”-I). Finally, we apply Sublemma 2 to deduce 1,~ L,(R”-‘). 1 
PROOF OF LEMMA B 
In the following A will denote an operator-valued function in 
C” + ‘(R”, S,(H)), $ will denote a scalar-valued function in L2(Rn), and for 
4 E L,(R”, H) the inner product (Ic/, 4) denotes 5 I++(X) 4(x) dx. 
SUBLEMMA. Zj" 
M= max 
181 <n + 1 J‘ 
(x)” jlA’p’(x)lJ I dx < 00 
then the operator A, on L,(R”, H) defined by 
44(x) = 4x)(+, 4) 
is a trace class operator and l\AtiljI < CM \\$\j 2, where C is a constant 
depending only on n. 
Proof. Write A(X) = (27~~” f eiX’YB(y) dy, where 
B(y) = 1 e-‘“‘YA(x) dx. 
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Ati4(x) = W-” j eiX’Y~(y)(~, 4) dy. 
If we use the fact that 
e --ix.y= (x)-2 (I-ix .vy)e’“‘Y 
and “integrate by parts” n times we find that A,&x) is a linear combina- 
tion of expressions 
s xa(x) an eix YB’“‘(y)(~, 4) dy 
with 1x1 <n. Now f- (+, f) is a bounded operator from L,(R”, H) to H 
with norm 1/$11 2 and (for fixed y) multiplication by 
is a bounded operator from H to L,(R”, H) with norm bounded by a 
constant depending on n only. Hence the trace norm of A, is bounded by 
a constant times 
Integrating by parts as above shows that IjB’“‘(y)(l, is bounded by a 
constant times 
(y)-“-’ max s IIW A(X)llI hr. ISl9n+l 
and the result follows. 1 
Proof of Lemma B. We have 
TM,$(x) = (2n)-” jj eis’(x-y)o(x, 5) t/(y) b(y) dy dt. 
It follows that TM, is the integral over 5 of the operators 
f(x) + eis.Wx, 5) j epiS"$(y) 4(y) dy. 
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The factor eiC-x represents a multiplication operator of norm 1. The rest is 
an operator as in the sublemma with A(x) equal to ~(x, 5) and rl/(y) 
replaced by eC’5’Y $(y). By the sublemma the trace norm of this is bounded 
by a constant times I( $ (( 2 times 
max 
lb1 <n + 1 I 
(x>” Il~WX~ w  , dx 
and 11 TM,11 , is bounded by the integral of this over 5. 
To prove the trace formula (6) we use the fact that it is true for finite- 
dimensional H. This is a standard result. For general H let (Pk} be a 
sequence of finite rank projection operators converging strongly to the 
identity operator. Then since TM, is trace class we have 
tr TM, = F+rn= tr Pk TM,P, = :+rn, (27~)” [I I++(X) tr P,a(x, 4) Pk dx d&. 
The integrand is bounded for all k by the integrable function 
I+(x)1 IIcr(x, 5)11 r and so we can take the limit under the integral sign. 1 
Remark. Here is why no x-differentiations are needed in the case of 
scalar- or matrix-valued symbols. If dim H = r < CC then the operator 
v + A(.)v from H to L,(R”, H), with A(x) as in the statement of the sub- 
lemma, has rank at most r since its range is spanned by the vector-valued 
functions A(.)v, if vr, . . . . v, span H. This operator clearly has norm at most 
iJ I 
l/2 
ll~(x)l12 dx 
(with II ... II denoting operator norm) and so its trace norm is at most r 
times this. It follows that the constant M in the 
by 
sublemma can be replaced 
And from this it is easy to see that the inequality of Lemma B can be 
replaced by 
IITM,ll, y++ 2 II*11 j {j 
I;2 
Ildx, 5N’dx d5. 
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PROOF OF LEMMA C 
Here op (T will have its usual meaning, 
(op a) fj(x) = (2~)~” J‘s eis’(x-y)a(x, 5) 4(y) dy dc. 
If p(x, y, 5) is an amplitude function then op p is given ‘by an analogous 
integral with a(x, 5) replaced by p(x, y, 5). Given g such that the integral 
in the statement of the lemma is finite we define z(x, 5) by 
4x3 5) = IL(x) 7(x, a, 
where, say, t&x) = (x) --n so that rl/ E LZ. Of course 
(op fJ)* = (op 7)* M,. 
Moreover (op 7)* has amplitude function z(y, 5) and so has symbol 
7+(x, 5) = (27~)~” jj epir)“7(x + z, -g- q)* dz dq. 
(See [8, (6.8)] or [l, Chap. 2, Theorem 2.51.) Integrating by parts, as in 
the proof of the sublemma to Lemma B, n + 1 times with respect to z and 
2n + 1 times with respect to rl shows that lId~ztll, is bounded by a constant 
times the maximum of 
ss (z)-2n--1 (q) “-1 IIf3~‘~a~T(x+z,-5-tl)ll,~z~?l 
over all indices a and y satisfying 1 CI( < n + 1, J y I < 2n + 1. TO apply 
Lemma B we must multiply (x)” and integrate over x and 4. If we use the 
fact that 
(z)-2”-1< (x)-2”-l (x+z)2”+1 
and evaluate the quadruple integral as an interated integral with order of 
variables given by dg dq dz dx we find that 
Jf (x >” llafl7+ll1 h & 
is bounded by a constant times the maximum over the same multi-indices 
/I and y of 
JJ (z)‘~+~ l(d”,+BdySz(z, Qljl dzdk. 
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PROOF OF LEMMA D 
We revert here to our nontraditional meaning (7) if op 0’. 
Proof of (i). By [S, Lemma 6.11 the symbol of op G, op ran- op cr1c2 
equals 
-ia-’ 1 (2~)-~ jjj: eeiq“ a[o,(x, (q+ 6)/a) 
IPI = 1 
x @,(x + sz, k/a) ds dz dq 
and so this difference is of the form a-’ op T, where 
t(x, 5) = --i C 
IDI= 1 
(27~~” jjji eiq.’ dga,(x, a-‘q + 5) 
x tYp,cr,(x + sz, 5) ds dz dq. 
Integration by parts n + 1 times with respect to z and q expresses this as 
a linear combination (with coefficients involving nonpositive powers of a) 
of integrals bounded by constants times 
Ii (z)-“- ’ (q)-‘-’ \c?(+~o,(x, a-‘q + 5) 8$‘“02(x +sz, k)\ ds dz dq 
with (~1, (61 d n + 1. Since for each N there are constants C,, Cz such that 
l~~+wx, 411 d cl(x)-“, IPfI’ wx, 5)l G c*<t>-” 
for all fi, y, 6, x, 5 we see that z(x, 5) is bounded by a constant times 
(x) PN (5) -N for each N. A similar argument applies to each derivative 
ofz. 1 
Proof of (ii). An amplitude function for (op a)* is a(y, k/a) and so by 
[S, Lemma 6.21 a symbol for it is 
0(x,6/a)-ia-’ 1 
181 = I 
(27rpn jjjl eeiq.*8g aEo(x + sz, (4 + q)/a) ds dz dq. 
0 
Thus (opa)*=opc+a-‘OPT, where 
z(x, c)= -i C (2n)-” Jjji e -iq.“t3~ afcr(x + sz, 5 + a-‘q) ds dz dq. 
IPI = 1 
That r~,!? is shown as in part (i). i 
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Proof of (iii). We remark first that by standard theorems on bounded- 
ness of pseudodifferential operators [ 1, Chap. 2, Theorem 4.11 we have 
(lop 011 = O( 1). To improve this we write 
where z1 E Y by parts (i) and (ii). Since (1 + E)* /1011’, - lo/* is positive it 
has a positive square root t which equals a constant plus a function in Y. 
Using that square root we write 
for some r2 E Y. We have used parts (i) and (ii) again here. Thus 
Since (op a)(op (r)* and (op z)(op z)* are positive operators we deduce 
Ilop(Tl12= Il(opo)(op~)*lI < ll(1 +&I2 lbll2, +@-‘oP7* +~-‘oP72ll 
=(l+&)qc7)~~+o(c1-‘) 
by the remark at the beginning of this proof. If we replace E by c/2 we 
obtain the assertion of part (iii). 1 
Proof of (iv). This is an immediate consequence of Lemma C with 
0(x, 5) replaced by a(x, g/cr). 1 
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